On the example of poetry, this paper explores intellectual modus of creativity as expression of tendency of artistic thinking in the 20th century. Intellectualization is interpreted as "directed thinking" (C. G. Jung), i.e. rationality that dominates in creativity. The paper outlines defining mindsets of intellectual type of creativity: self-consciousness of art, reflection of gnosis, priority of aesthetics over ethics, alienated lyricism. Diversity of forms is illustrated by poetic examples of older symbolist V. Bryusov, futurist V. Khlebnikov, member of the absurdist group OBeRIu N. Zabolotsky, neofuturist N. Glazkov, naturalistic philosopher A. Tarkovsky and minimalistic conceptualist V. Nekrasov. Intellectual type of creativity, along with visibly frozen spiritual processes, shows specific passion for possessing the absolute truth. This truth can be shown as universal idea (for instance, common unity, panlogism, hylozoism) or as a way of thinking (in examined cases -as aestheticism, Glazkov's unprecedentism, conceptualism), which maximally approached the undogmatic, heuristic understanding of essence of nature of things and relations.
their content and creativity. But it is obvious that the commercial success of the first, and mostly provocative intention of the second (in the aesthetics of contemporary art) are equally conditioned by the professionally presupposed effect, i.e. alienated generation of the text as a communication strategy. Variation of modes, proposed by modern literary theory (Tamarchenko, 2007) , develops N. Fry's quartet and believes forms of conflict human self-consciousness in being a system-forming factor. These forms of conflict are either genetically set genres (tragedy, comedy, drama) or value-cognitive models of self-identity (heroism, eclogue, satire, irony) . So anthropological and value shift in consciousness remains unaccounted; this shift changes the content of these basic concepts from rethinking to complete annihilation. Thus the irony of postmodernism deconstructed everything except itself. But the irony is a derivative of rational type of thinking, which prevailed in the 20 th century, i.e. this mode of artistic deterministic type of consciousness, which, after C.G. Jung, can be defined as "directed thinking", namely intellect (Jung, 2006, p. 598) , which, opposed to thinking, depends on feeling. The characteristics of "directed thinking" in its artistic expression need to be described, which can be done on the example of poetry best.
The first step is to divide the quality and evaluation components of the concept of "intellectual". The intellectual type of creativity is a self-reflection of art, the natural consequence of the decomposition of immediacy myth-making, recognition of the intrinsic value of ideas and isolation of the individual creator. Historically, these processes started in ancient times, since the intellectual reflection is immanent for lyrics as the type of creative self-identity in the aesthetically specified form (Lirika, 2007) . Though the intellectual origin has claimed to dominance in culture and art since the Enlightenment, but in reality it was approved as a priority in the era of (Veidle, 1996, p. 25) .
Criticism, of course, does not affect the process, and the trend of more and more radical alienation (Glazkov, 1989, p. 348 (Tarkovsky, 1993, p. 253) .
V. Nekrasov, in accordance with his own theory of organic form, "speech as it is" and "speech as it wants" (Nekrasov, 2012, p. 192) , objectified language reflection on the theme of the first verse of the Gospel of John: "The Word was God, // the Word is God / And thank God, // Thank God / If there is God" (Nekrasov, 2012, p. 177 (Bryusov, 1972, p. 31 (Khlebnikov, 1986, p. 41 ).
In addition, N. Zabolotsky completed his (Zabolotsky, 1985, pp. 88-89) .
N. Glazkov declared uniqueness of his poetic view of the world: "I am taught by outworld experience» (Glazkov, 1989, p. 446) ; he insisted on connature of the invented form to complete freedom of the spirit: "I was against in my verses to / Any restrictions of theme / And my verse was anti-arsheen / That is my metric system" (1942) (Glazkov, 1989, p. 495 ). Moreover, "in a mad century of epochal war" (1944) (Glazkov, 1989, p. 506) , the poet did not doubt the importance of his vocation: "For what Glazkov / Is no good for nothing, / Except the poetry, / He needs the Order" (1944) (Glazkov, 1989, p. 443) .
A. Tarkovsky admitted that aesthetic is alive in freedom from due and with trust in the elements of existence: "Why did I teach straightness to the staff? / Curvature to the bow, the grove to the bird? / Two palms, you're on a single string, / O reality and speech, widen my pupils, / Give me the communion of your kingly power". 3 ("Reality and Speech", 1965) (Tarkovsky, 1993, p. 268) .
Minimalist V. Nekrasov perceived the originality of words, took ethical problems primarily as sound and visual images of concepts, rejoicing the most in rhyme, as a result of understanding the subtleties of semantics, "a shame and disgrace / we / compare» (Nekrasov, 2012, p. 293) .
The the shock of the discovery of the natural mind, is realized as a dialogue of the "Self", the carrier of human experience ("we") with the reader ("you"), to whom the poet is appealing, hoping to be convincing: "I watched as the river was dying, / Not a day or two, but just at that moment, / When it moaned in pain, / In its mind, it seems, Years", 1944) (Glazkov, 1989, p. 360) .
A. Tarkovsky began his pathetic affirmation with significant slip of the tongue: "I am immortal until I die (emphasis added), / And for those who
have not yet been born, / I tear space as the buzzer / Of phone of coming times" ("Buzzer", 1961) (Tarkovsky, 1993, p. 237 (Nekrasov, 2012, p. 49 ). However, "I" may be needed to assess the reality satirically, to playing objectivity:
"Everything / everything is good / everything is good / everything // except me // except me / except me" (Nekrasov, 2012, p. 301) .
The degree of theoretical setting of thinking is different for every author, this is due to the natural endowment, the inclination to abstract (Bryusov, 1972, p. 316) .
Heuristic genius V. Khlebnikov developed a poetic version of the philosophy of unity; extreme, subjective sensitivity and belief in the universal kinship were organic for him; so he was looking for generalized, theoretical expression and considered the language to be alive intelligence of nature: "... the simplest language saw the play of forces only. Maybe, these forces just rang in a language of consonants in the ancient mind. Only the growth of science will allow knowing all the wisdom of language, which is wise because it itself was a part of nature" ("The Teacher and a Student. On the Words, Cities, People", 1912) (Khlebnikov, 1986, p. 585) . ("I am not recognized by such untalented...") (Glazkov, 1989, p. 189) . Art manifesto was boiled down to the declaration of the right to freedom of no regulated expression, namely the identity of the personal and creative will: "Poets know, for what they should fight, / Do not draw a dotted border to poets, / Do not break the spokes in a chariot / Flying along the creative ways" ("Nebyvalizm menia") (Glazkov, 1989, p. 186) . The purpose of the flight was freedom itself: "I walk down the street, / The world before my eyes, / And the words being versed / Completely on their own" (Glazkov, 1989, p. 445) .
A. Tarkovsky is the poet of meditative rather than conceptual thinking: he had a gift of a keen sense of life. In his poems ("Cactus" 1948 , "Life, life...", 1965 (1966) (Tarkovsky, 1993, p. 273) . V. Nekrasov, in contrast, remained consistent theorist and practitioner of conceptualism as "avant-garde of avant-garde", because the method "goes further, in general, with the same objectives -to democratize art, to free it from the artificiality, requiring continuous checks on the widest, most lively reaction, to prevent authoritative "forms", styles, and preferred castes, to avoid cronyism, so that art will be our, common, living, constantly creative activity" (1982) (Nekrasov, 1996, pp. 284-285) .
The principle of conceptualism is the birth of completeness of the statement from amorphous.
The statement continuously enhances meanings in the process of reflection about "uncovered" words and the dynamics of their relationships in time and space: "Nothing nothing / nothing and nothing // nothing / nothing // everything" (Nekrasov, 2012, p. 301) . Literary device is essentially reduced to the use of neutral material, free from discursive task and the emotional halo:
"It is given // and to be proved / what / needs to be proved" (Nekrasov, 2012, p. 324) . The lyrical story of the conceptual text is a heuristic process, which nothing predetermines, so the results are unpredictable, because there is no guarantee that the process will take place at all. So intellectual reaction of the reader is built into the form 
